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RENEW Capacity Building Project has been 
brought to you by:

• The Endowment for Health

– A statewide, private, non-profit foundation 
dedicated to improving the health of New 
Hampshire's people, especially those who are 
vulnerable and underserved. 

– http://www.endowmentforhealth.org/



Session Agenda
• Personal Futures Planning Goals

• Team Roles

• Facilitation

• Mapping Elements

• The RENEW Maps

• Practice Mapping
– History

– Who you are today

– Strengths & Accomplishments

– People & Resources



Homework Check In



Futures Planning Goals

• Create a meaningful, personalized, 
individualized plan

• Identify supports at home, school, and in the 
community

• Assist the youth to build self determination 
skills



Futures Planning Team Roles

• Facilitator
Ask questions

Draw maps

Make connections



• Student
Share their story

Make sure the maps are accurate



• Mentor
– Support the student by 

being a good listener 
and engaged

– Provide additional 
strengths and 
accomplishments and 
ask the student about 
resources

– Contribute where asked 
by the facilitator or 
student



PCP Orientation

Purpose:

• Help participants understand their role

• Teach new members how this process may be 
different than other teams

• Relay the principles of RENEW

• Gain commitments

• Development and/or sharing of ground rules





Ground Rules

Formed with the student ahead of time

Purpose:
• Frame the process so that people contribute in 

their roles positively and productively (pre -
teaching)

• Gives power to the facilitator and student to keep 
the process moving forward

• Keeps logistics in order (i.e.. starting/ending on 
time)



Purpose of Identifying Ground Rules 
up Front

• Flush out strategies for handling conflict later

• List of explicit expectations that everyone in 
the group agrees to follow

• Help to set the tone of the group while also 
helping to ensure that everyone is clear on the 
expectations

• These are both important strategies for avoiding 
conflict later



Student

Student



Expectations: 

What is the youth 
hoping to get out of 
working with you?

What are his/ her 
parents hoping the 

youth will get out of 
RENEW?

Student

Student



Mapping Elements

Futures Planning Maps uses flip chart paper & 
markers, a power point projected on a wall, or 
a Smart board and should include:

• Both words and graphics that represent the 
student and their story

• A focal point where everyone on the team can 
see the Maps being created



Graphic Facilitation

• Use of a flip chart &  graphic recording 
techniques to document the planning process

• Engages all learners

• Notes are recorded in real time during the 
meeting, then digital photos can be taken and 
e-mailed out, so that all members have copies 
of the original meeting notes

• These notes can also be sent to the school, 
Area Agency, VR or other collaborators



Graphic Facilitation

Skills

Form

Graphics



3 Simultaneous Skills

• Active Listening/ Capturing the speakers voice
– Being a conduit for discussion
– Flow of words to paper, and then reflect

• Synthesizing & Organizing information:
– Use of templates & maps to keep the information 

organized & efficient
– Using colors to represent different approaches, 

moods, and meanings

• Drawing:
– Symbols & graphics to convey theme, meaning & keep 

interest



Activity: Practice Form & Shapes



Form: Practice Circles

• Endurance:
– Guiding sketches with shoulder more than wrist

• Guidance:
– Use your pinkie to keep your hand grounded to 

the paper

• Stance
– Open to the speaker and team

– Side to the recording instrument (i.e. flip chart 
paper)



Drawing Basic Graphics

• Lines
• Shapes
• Star People
• Speech
• Process
• Place/Movement/

& Environment Interactions
• Symbolic Graphics/ Ideographs
• Templates



Facilitator Skills Checklist
Indicator and Behavior

The facilitator…….

Always 

Present 

(90%+)

Sometimes 

Present 

(50-90%)

Seldom or 

Present (less 

than 50%)

Comment

s

1. is neutral; s/he does not take 

sides and does not express or 

advocate points of view during 

the process.

2. is aware of group and 

organization dynamics, in order 

to foster natural group 

strengths.

3. supports and ensures that 

the youth is respected and is 

the primary authority regarding 

his/her life decisions. 

4. creates procedures for and 

effectively facilitates meetings 

(i.e. well developed agendas, 

decision making methods, 

ground rules etc.)

5. uses clear and simple 

language that ensures that all 

individuals stay with the 

process rather than rush to 

premature solutions.

6. manages conflicts with in the 

group and uses the incidents 

as learning opportunities for 

the process itself.

7. uses facial expressions and 

body language that express 

7. uses facial expressions and 

body language that express 

empathy and understanding 

(looks at the person speaking, 

summarizes, reflects, 

appropriately).

8. elicits positive responses 

from the youth (he/she wants 

to talk more, affirms that he or 

she has been heard, etc.)

9. asks open-ended questions 

and questions that promote 

exploration of ideas and insight

10. shows patience, let’s 

silence occur, and does not 

talk to fill space

11.uses the flip charts 

recording to facilitate group 

and individual learning

12. records, summarizes and 

shares information such that it 

is accessible to and clear to 

everyone.

13. the facilitator tells the youth 

what will happen, and next 

steps (orients and 

summarizes).



Reading Cues

• Verbal

• Non Verbal

• Tips for helping engage youth:

• Thanking them for coming/ participating/ 
acknowledging their hard work during a session

• If youth misses a meeting, following up with a 
phone call, “I missed you today, is everything 
okay?”



The RENEW MAPS

• History
• Who You Are Today
• Strengths & Accomplishments
• People
• What Works and Doesn’t Work (Preferences)
• Dreams
• Fears, Concerns, Barriers
• The Goals
• Next Steps
• Essential Next Steps and Follow Up (Action Plan)



History Map

Purpose: To learn about the events that have shaped the persons life, and 
important people who contributed to where they currently are

– The Facilitator’s Role is to help youth talk about significant life 
events as a way to discover themes and contributing factors that 
have influenced the perceived success or discomfort of 
opportunities, experience or relationships. When complete, 
Facilitator will help the youth identify themes relating to his/ her 
history 

– Support student to lead the process
– Decide on a segment of time that relates to the students purpose 

for planning
– Clarify boundaries for privacy
– Discuss any concerns re: trauma, anxiety etc. before starting and 

suggest follow up with counselor if necessary/ appropriate



Questions to help facilitate 
a History Map

• What have been some of the most important things that have 
happened to you? You can go back as far as you like (some 
people prefer to start with the present and work backwards).

• What was important about that? How did you feel about that?
• What happened as a result?
• Who was important in that situation? Who was there?
• Could you describe this a little more to help me understand?
• What are some of the toughest things that have happened to 

you?
• What are some of the favorite things you have done? Were 

there any special times of the year or events you would look 
forward to?



*6 yrs old 

Dad arrested, 
sent to foster 
care group 
home to live

* Grandfather 
died ( Mom’s 
Dad)



Activity

• Part 1: Model Map

• Part 2: Facilitate a History Map with a partner

• Part 3: Partner provides feedback based on 
Facilitator Skills Checklist

• Part 4: Switch Roles and Repeat parts 2 & 3



Who I am today?

Purpose: Clarify what youth’s life is like now, 
how he/she describes him/herself and how 
s/he feels about it.

– Facilitator will use this map to begin to get to 
know the youth, build rapport, listen to how they 
see themselves in the world & check in on 

how things are going for them



Questions to help facilitate the 
Who I am?  Map

• How would you describe yourself? How would 
your friends/ family describe you?

• How do you think of yourself within the context 
of the world? i.e. sister, Junior in High School, 
excellent video gamer?

• How are things for you today?
– What about home? School? People/Friends?

– How do you feel most of the time?

– What makes you happy? Sad? Mad?

– Are there things you wish were different?



Student



Activity

• Part 1: Model Map

• Part 2: Facilitate a Who I am Map with a 
partner

• Part 3: Partner provides feedback based on 
Facilitator Skills Checklist

• Part 4: Switch Roles and Repeat parts 2 & 3



Part 1: Model Strengths & 
Accomplishments Map

Part 2: Facilitate a strength /Accomplish-
ments/skills Map with a partner

Part 3: Partner provides feedback based 
on Facilitator Skills Checklist

Part 4: Switch Roles and Repeat 2 & 3

Activity



Accomplishments Skills 

• Purpose: To have the youth identify things they 
are proud of, have accomplished, strengths, & to 
start to teach them how to shift their thinking

– Facilitator will help the student identify 
skills/accomplishments & strengths based on the 
history map and things Identified in Who I am today 
Map. 

– Many youth struggle with identifying strengths & tend 
to focus on the negative. 

– This map will be used later in strategizing action plans.



Questions to help Facilitate

• Pull out something the youth identified from 
their History map and say “This was a really 
difficult time for you, what helped you 
through it?” 

• What do you do when you have time for 
yourself?

• What are you most passionate about?

• What do your friends say you are good at?

• This is your time to brag!









Part 1: Model Map
Part 2: Facilitate a History Map with a 

partner
Part 3: Partner provides feedback based 

on Facilitator Skills Checklist
Part 4: Switch Roles and Repeat 2 & 3

Activity



People Map

• Purpose: Purpose: Capture critical information 
about which people are important to the 
youth, who can be relied on to help, and who 
is not helpful

– Map will be used to identify important people to 
include in the planning, strategizing action steps, 
& identifying potential resources later



Facilitating the People Map

• We are going to draw a map with a section for each 
type of person in your life. 
– Closest people: best friends, family, adults who you can 

always count on no matter what

– Good relationships: people you see day to day that you 
like, spend time with

– Professional relationships/Groups/Organizations: Jobs, 
clubs, counsels, DCYF, Probation officer, Doctor, 
psychologist, boy/girl scouts, fire explorers. 





Part 1: Model Map
Part 2: Facilitate a History Map with a 

partner
Part 3: Partner provides feedback based 

on Facilitator Skills Checklist
Part 4: Switch Roles and Repeat  2 & 3

Activity



Homework

• Finish Reading Chapter 2

• Do at least one map with a friend, colleague 
or student (be prepared to share these MAPS 
at the next training bring your maps)

• Start working with 2 students

– One of these students should be with your Renew 
Trainer



Questions?


